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Introduction & Methodology

LightCastle Partners is the premier Bangladeshi consultancy firm when it comes to market research and strategy consulting, 
having worked in depth across 15+ industries in Bangladesh and published high level industry data across 40+ sub-sectors. 

Auto Rebellion is one of the largest community of car enthusiasts in Bangladesh and a digital automotive publishing platform 
that offers diverse automotive and automotive motor sport news, and car reviews, from all over the world. 

Recently, the government of Bangladesh has revealed its plan to publish an automobile industry development policy with 
expectations to bring a paradigm shift in the industry. However, detailed analysis into the passenger vehicle segment of 
Bangladesh remains sparse. In light of this, LightCastle Partners have partnered up with Auto Rebellion to conduct a study on 
the four-wheeler industry in Bangladesh and publish this report focusing specifically on passenger vehicles segment, which 
encompasses sedans or private cars, sport utility vehicles (SUVs), crossovers, and microbuses or multi-purpose Vehicles 
(MPVs).

In the course of this study, LightCastle conducted 10 interviews with exclusive automobile importer-dealers (including 5 
interviews with current and aspiring local passenger vehicle assemblers), which covered brands that captured more than 75% 
of the market share for brand-new passenger vehicles, as well as 3 reconditioned car sellers. LightCastle also conducted a 
rapid online survey of 32 prospective car buyers who intended to purchase car within the next 12 months. 

333
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1. Automobile Sector Development in Bangladesh: Challenges and Prospects, Policy Research Institute (PRI), Bangladesh

2. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority

3. Sun rising for Bangladesh Automotive Industry – The Business Standard

Recent decline in passenger vehicle sales contrasts with rising economic growth

Despite its growing affluent middle-class population and increasing purchasing power of the general mass, Bangladesh’s 
automobile industry has remained somewhat of an anomaly. The size of the country’s automobile industry, in particular the 
passenger vehicle segment, remains modest compared to other Asian peers, with only 2.5 cars per 1,000 population. The 
market has grown multifold over the years and has become an industry worth USD 1 billion (BDT 84,969 million)1. Passenger 
vehicle sales are dominated by the sales of imported reconditioned cars, which contribute a significant percentage of import 
duties for the Bangladeshi government.

According to Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA), 377,660 vehicles were registered in Bangladesh in 2020 and only 
20,093 of them belonged to the passenger vehicle segment, covering merely 5.3% of the automobile industry volume, while 
82% of the automobile industry volume was dominated by motorcycles. Passenger vehicles include sedans or private cars, 
sport utility vehicles (SUV) or jeep and microbus or multi-purpose vehicles (MPV). Within the passenger vehicle segment, 
sedans (also referred to as private cars) accounted for almost 55% with 12,403 units registered in 2020. The remainder of the
passenger vehicle segment was captured by SUVs and microbuses with 4,911 units and 2,779 units respectively. These 
numbers have also changed over the last few years, where SUVs and MPVs have mostly recorded a gradual increase in 
demand, while the registration of sedans have at times been stagnant or even decreased.

The automobile market in Bangladesh has seen a significant growth in the last decade, especially between 2015 and 2017. At 
the peak of its trajectory, BRTA had reported 32,942 registered passenger vehicles in 2017 that has since been on the decline. 
Between 2017 and 2020, the annual registrations of passenger vehicles has declined by almost 39% 2.
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A snapshot of the Passenger Vehicles segment of Bangladesh

Figure 1.1: Snapshot of the Passenger Vehicle Segment of Bangladesh / Source: PRI1, BRTA Data2 and The Business Standard3

Note: In this study, Passenger Vehicle segment is defined to include only private cars (or sedans), SUVs, and microbuses (or MPVs)
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1. Automobile Sector Development in Bangladesh: Challenges and Prospects, Policy Research Institute (PRI), Bangladesh

2. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority
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Covid hits the industry at its lowest point in 7 years

2020 marked the advent of the Covid-19 pandemic and the ensuing spells of country-wide lockdown have adversely affected 
the sector at a precarious time. BRTA has reported a 21% fall in the number of registered passenger vehicles in 2020. In fact, 
2020 marked the lowest number of annual vehicle registration since 20132. It is expected that the decline will be prolonged 
until at least 2021, as the effect of government moratorium on vehicle purchases announced in July 2020 takes hold. The 
fulfilment cycle for government vehicle orders can be as long as 1 year and although there had not been a major dip in 
government procurement in 2020 as companies fulfilled orders from 2019, the full effect of the 2020 moratorium will be 
truly felt in 2021. Many dealers and brands make a substantial share of their annual sales from government purchases for 
large-scale projects or courtesy of various special loan facilities extended by the government to high-level government 
officials and defense personnel. In light of the second wave of Covid-19 in the second quarter of 2021, assemblers and 
importers remain wary of a glut in the market until the effects of Covid-19 fully dissipate. 

Figure 1.3: Annual Motor Vehicle Registrations in Bangladesh / Source: BRTA Data2

Figure 1.2: Vehicles Per 1,000 Population / Source: Policy Research Institute (PRI) 1
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1. Bangladesh Customs, National Board of Revenue

2. Automobile sector development in Bangladesh: Challenges and Prospects, Policy Research Institute (PRI), Bangladesh

3. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority

Tax differential is creating a conducive environment for the brand new car market

Reduced price difference between brand new and reconditioned cars due to the differential import duty structure is one of 
the prominent reasons for this shift in preference towards brand new cars. Reconditioned car prices imported from Japan are 
calculated based on their Yellow Book price set by Japan Auto Appraisal Authority. But the National Board of Revenue (NBR) 
imposes tax on the base value instead of the depreciated value, which values the car at substantially more than it is worth. In 
contrast, brand new cars are taxed based on their importer-declared value.
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Figure 1.4: Split of New, Locally Assembled and Reconditioned Vehicles / Source: Bangladesh Customs Data1

Consumer preference for brand new cars over reconditioned cars increases gradually

Historically, the Bangladeshi car industry has been heavily dependent on reconditioned cars. In 2020, imported reconditioned 
cars accounted for 82% of all passenger vehicle sales1. Japanese imports, in particular, are highly valued by customers over 
any other cars. Even though there are options from China, Germany, India, Malaysia, South Korea, Thailand, UK and USA, the 
brand reputation and recognition of Japanese cars make them the most desired in the reconditioned market. However, 
industry insiders have noticed a perceptible shift in customer mindset. Interest in brand new cars has risen exponentially in
recent years driven by young purchasers and purchase influencers. Although imported brand new cars accounted for only 
10% of volume in 2018 and contributed 27% to the total import value of all passenger vehicles (including reconditioned 
imports of sedans and microbuses) in FY 2018-192, by 2020 their market share by volume had risen to 16%3. LightCastle
interviews also confirm this trend, with interview data showing 78% of brand new car dealers recorded higher sales in 2020 
than the year before. This suggests that reconditioned sellers have borne the brunt of the decline in sales from Covid-19. The 
share of locally assembled vehicles had stagnated at around the 2% mark between 2018 and 2020. 
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1. Automobile Sector Development in Bangladesh: Challenges and Prospects, Policy Research Institute (PRI), Bangladesh
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However, the popularity of reconditioned cars remain strong, and entrenched players believe the reconditioned segment to 
remain competitive and relevant as long as they can offer a varied range of options to the customers and the duty percentage 
does not increase further.

Cylinder 
Capacity 

(CC)

Import Stage Tariff Rate, 2019–20
Domestic Stage 

Tariff Rate, 2019-20
NPR

CD RD SD VAT AIT
Trade 
VAT

TTI SD VAT

<= 1,600 25 3 20 15 5 5 89 0 15 54

1,601 –
2,000

25 3 45 15 5 5 128 0 15 86

2,001 –
3,000

25 3 100 15 5 5 212 0 15 156

3,001 –
4,000

25 3 300 15 5 5 519 0 15 412

>4,000 25 3 350 15 5 5 742 0 15 598

Table 1.2: Import Stage Tariff Rate for CKD Cars / Source: Policy Research Institute (PRI) 1

CD = Customs Duty, RD = Regularity Duty, SD = Supplementary Duty, VAT = Value Added Tax, AIT = Advance Income Tax, TTI = Total Tax Incidence, 
NPR = Nominal Protection rate 

Cylinder 
Capacity 

(CC)

Import Stage Tariff Rate, 2019–20
Domestic Stage 

Tariff Rate, 2019-20
NPR

CD RD SD VAT AIT
Trade 
VAT

TTI SD VAT

<= 1,600 25 3 45 15 5 5 128 0 15 86

1,601 –
2,000

25 3 100 15 5 5 212 0 15 156

2,001 –
3,000

25 3 200 15 5 5 366 0 15 284

3,001 –
4,000

25 3 350 15 5 5 596 0 15 476

>4,000 25 3 500 15 5 5 827 0 15 668

Electric 
Motor Car

25 3 0 15 5 5 59 0 15 28

Table 1.1: Import Stage Tariff Rate for Non-Hybrid CBU Cars / Source: Policy Research Institute (PRI)1

CD = Customs Duty, RD = Regularity Duty, SD = Supplementary Duty, VAT = Value Added Tax, AIT = Advance Income Tax, TTI = Total Tax Incidence, 
NPR = Nominal Protection rate 



1. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority

2. Automobile Sector Development in Bangladesh: Challenges and Prospects, Policy Research Institute (PRI), Bangladesh
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Growing demand for SUVs eating into share of sedans

SUVs have always been available in Bangladeshi market, but their sales have been heavily overshadowed by sedans. But most 
brands are now bringing in more of their SUV models into Bangladeshi market as demand continues to rise in line with a 
globally-evident trend. Interviewees point out the desire for sporty look by the younger generation of customers, the higher 
ground clearance and ease of driving in Bangladeshi road conditions, and increased availability of affordable options as some
of the rationales driving this shift in customer preference. SUVs in 2020 held a 24% of the market share among all passenger 
vehicles, growing from 16% just three years ago in 20171.

Hybrid vehicles are gaining traction, paving the way for electric vehicles

Along with SUVs, roads in Bangladesh are now seeing a growing number of hybrid cars and importer-dealers believe that 
their continued growth in the next five to ten years may replace much of the fossil fuel vehicles. The trend towards hybrid 
vehicles is also driven primarily by the large tax differential between CBU imports of gasoline cars (See Table 1.1) and CBU 
imports of hybrid cars (See Table 1.3), rather than consumers’ drive to be more environment-friendly. Fear of technical 
difficulties, perceived challenges in maintenance, scarce after sales service and the lack of trained technicians in regular 
service stations contributed towards customer hesitation in adopting hybrid cars in Bangladesh. But over time, acceptance 
has increased due to a lower tax rate making it a much more affordable option for the customers compared to fossil fuel 
vehicles. Consumers are beginning to understand that hybrid vehicles can offer them the best of both electric power and 
fossil fuel worlds. Industry professionals note that most importers are now bringing in hybrid models, both in reconditioned 
and brand-new markets, while both individuals and companies are leaning more towards hybrid cars for cost savings and 
ease of maintenance.

Following the lead of hybrid cars, electric vehicles (EV) are also entering the Bangladeshi market. Electric motor cars already 
have the lowest TTI among all imported vehicle categories at 59%, which is less than half that of the lowest TTI for imported
CBU fossil fuel cars2. Although EVs are yet to reach the early adoption phase, professionals see a potential for massive growth 
in five to ten years’ time. However, the majority of respondents expressed concern about whether Bangladesh is ready to 
embrace EV technology yet. Unavailability of charging facilities on roads, inadequate power supply, unavailability of spare 
parts, lack of technicians to match the sophistication of the technology, and poor quality of roads are some of the road bumps 
ahead in the adoption of EVs.

These demand-side trends are expected to shape the future of the automobile industry going forward. However, even larger 
tectonic shifts are expected from the supply-side as well, since the government has signaled its ambitions through the 
drafting of the Automobile Industry Development Policy, which aims to turn the country into an automobile production hub, 
and eventually an export powerhouse. The next chapter in this report will discuss the essence of the automobile policy while 
emphasizing on the strengths, critiques, and recommendations for improvement of the policy.

Cylinder Capacity (CC) <= 1,800 1,801 – 2,000 2,001 – 3,000 3,001 – 4,000 >4,000

Total Tax Incidence for CBU 
Hybrid Cars, 2020-21

89% 127% 151% 212% 519%

Table 1.3: Import Stage Tariff Rate for CBU Hybrid Cars / Source: LightCastle primary interviews 1
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Dissecting the Draft Automobile Industry 

Development Policy 

1. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority

2. Draft Automobile Industry Development Policy 2020 – Ministry of Industries  

With the objective of welcoming stakeholder feedback, the Ministry of Industries published the Draft Automobile Industry 

Development Policy in March 2020. The policy signals Bangladesh’s ambitions to become automobile production hub, and 

eventually an export powerhouse. With the eventual enactment of this policy, the government also seeks to emulate the 

growth and success of the local motorcycle assembling and production industry. The publication of the Motorcycle Industry 

Development Policy in 2018 with a similar focus on progressive manufacturing had led to a remarkable growth in foreign 

investment into local production. The annual volume of motorcycle sales, as a direct result of the 2018 policy, increased by 

more than 340% from 90,401 units in 2014 to 401,452 units in 20191. 

Government aims for ‘made-in-Bangladesh’ cars while phasing out reconditioned vehicles

In comparison to other Asian peers, Bangladesh has always had a disproportionately small car industry, and one that has 
relied on reconditioned cars. However, the Draft Automobile Industry Development Policy, published last year, essentially 
aims to phase out the reconditioned cars from the market in the next five years to promote locally assembled cars, establish a 
backward linkage and build local components’ industry, and eventually progress to full-fledged vehicle manufacturing. This 
ambitious draft policy contains nine broad categories of strategies with multiple provisions in each category2. Some of the key 
provisions and focus points of the policy draft are listed below,

• Tax holidays and fiscal incentives for investors to build or upgrade plants to locally assemble completely knocked 
down (CKD), semi-knocked down (SKD) cars, and energy efficient vehicles (EEV)

• Tax holidays and fiscal incentives for investors to build or upgrade plants for producing or procuring locally produced 
parts/components

• Overseas promotional activities to attract investors from countries like Japan, Korea, China, India, Germany, Thailand, 
Malaysia, Vietnam, etc.

• Tax benefits and concessional loan facilities for purchasing locally assembled vehicles
• Compulsory mandates for government and public sector to procure locally assembled vehicles
• Restriction on reconditioned vehicle importation with plan for gradual phase out and total ban on importing 

completely built-up (CBU) cars
• Developing an export market for locally assembled cars to meet international demand
• Strengthening the inspection and scrapping policy for used cars by revising the Motor Vehicle Ordinance 1982
• Fiscal incentives for research and development (R&D) activity, development of design house/testing and public testing 

facility, and formulation and harmonization of automobile standards  
• Developing technology and infrastructure for local assembling of EEVs (including parts and components)
• Incentives for human resource development through training and skills transfer with favorable policies for expatriate 

work permit, development of vocational institutions and managerial training courses with proficiency measurement 
system

• Institutional development to create dedicated council and taskforce for monitoring the implementation of the policy 
and accreditation of the assemblers

Tax holidays are expected to attract global brands and help local industry flourish

The vision behind the Draft Automobile Development Policy is to encourage the setting up of local assembling plants 

for SKD and CKD imports paving the way for locally manufactured cars. The government’s fiscal incentives and tax 

rebates can encourage global brands to invest in the Bangladeshi market, creating a boom in the domestic industry and 

eventually have the scope to export into the global market.

In order to benefit from the tax incentives, manufacturers and assemblers will have to have to utilize a certain 

proportion of local content in the manufacturing and assembling processes, and this local content contribution will 

increase over time to drive progressive manufacturing of automobiles. Figure 2.1 summarizes the local content 

contribution guidelines for CKD production by vehicle type as per the Draft Automobile Industry Development Policy.
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A local manufacturing industry will add value to the economy by bringing in foreign investments and creating jobs. Backward 

linkage industries, like parts and components production, the paint industry, and the leather industry will, in turn, see a rise in 

local demand. The policy will also incentivize investment in R&D and human resource development by establishing training 

facilities, and facilitating skills transfer from expatriates for development of local talent and technologies. However, despite

the many commendable initiatives propagated by the draft policy, there remain several areas for improvement.

Policy foresight is important to prevent failures

A policy serves as more than a formal instruction to the public sector. It signals the future direction of an industry and is

absolutely essential in shaping the decision of foreign and local actors of whether or not to invest in a particular industry and 

the exact nature of that investment. Investors take a long-term view of an industry and hence it is important for any 

government policy to have foresight. A lack of foresight can inadvertently stunt the growth of an industry.

A case in point is the Motorcycle Industry Development Policy of 2018. Bangladeshi laws prohibit the sales of motorcycles 
over 165 cc in the domestic market, a restriction deemed to be arbitrary, illogical and contrary to the national regulations in 
most countries2. The Motorcycle Industry Development Policy did not seek to remove this restriction and it was only in 2021, 
that the government seriously contemplated on demand from lobbies on removing the limitation and increasing the upper 
limit to 350 cc. However, although removing the 165 cc restriction could have opened up the avenue for increased foreign 
direct investment to Bangladesh and exports of higher-cc motorcycles (higher-cc motorcycles are highly popular in the 
international market), the government was beholden to entrenched players who had invested heavily in low-cc motorcycle 
production in light of the long horizon of the 2018 policy, and the government recently decided to postpone lifting of the 
restriction until 2024. So, an oversight in the 2018 policy has effectively stunted the growth of the motorcycle industry and
delayed investments into higher-cc motorcycle production by at least 3 years3. With better foresight and the engagement of 
industry experts and visionaries, experienced expatriates and potential investors in the motorcycle policy formulation 
process, perhaps this could have been avoided and serves as a lesson in the drafting of the automobile policy.
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1. Draft Automobile Industry Development Policy 2020 – Ministry of Industries

2. Motorcycle Industry Development Policy 2018 – Ministry of Industries

3. Wait until 2024 for high engine capacity bikes – The Business Standard
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Protectionist measures may not lead to meaningful value creation and backward linkage

Large tax differentials and fiscal incentives offered for a minimal level of assembling in Bangladesh, in combination of 

mandating public sector to procure locally assembled vehicles presents the risk of patronizing certain vendors and creating a

protectionist bubble that may not benefit the industry in a meaningful way. From interviews, it was learnt that with the 

enactment of the automobile policy imminent, many brands and importers are eager to set up SKD assembling plants in 

Bangladesh. These importers will purposely disassemble CBUs from their country or origin and export the SKD products to 

Bangladesh, where their modest operations will carry out a very minimal level of value addition such as assembling the doors 

and tires in order to take advantage of tax benefits. Such operations are not likely to lead to the development of local 

component businesses adding any significant value to the local industry. The simple assembling processes can be done by 

existing technicians with little training and will not create enough jobs for local talent and engineers or much scope for 

backward linkage, say industry experts.

Instead, the policy should seek to engage foreign brands and joint ventures on playing to the strength of Bangladeshi 
economy by involving low-cost labor, utilize the skill training facilities offered by the policy to produce cars that match the 
global standards and offer competitive price range. Supporting local small businesses to develop the parts and components 
where Bangladesh has competitive advantage like paint, tires, chassis, leather seat coverings etc. can make a meaningful 
contribution to the economy. To avoid over-exploitation of the government fiscal incentives using minimal assembling, the 
government should keep tightening the local value addition requirements in a progressive manner requiring consistent 
investments into automobile plants until full manufacturing is achieved. The government should also reward those investors 
who opt for the very highest level of local value addition from the very beginning with significantly higher tax incentives.

Banning reconditioned cars can make a large dent on government’s revenue

Aside from not leading to a long-term development of the sector, an industry dependent on minimal local assembly can also 

lead to a massive dent in the National Board of Revenue’s (NBR) tax receipts. The reconditioned car market contributed USD 

17.13 million (BDT 1456.11 crore) in revenue for FY 2018-19 and banning the whole segment would mean a revenue loss in 

the thousands of crores of BDT for the government1. This could also put a strain on the trade relationship between 

Bangladesh and Japan as Bangladesh is one of the top buyers of used cars from them, fears one of the interviewees. 

Investments into local automobile manufacturing by Japanese investors can, however, help balance out this inconvenience.
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1. Automobile Sector Development in Bangladesh: Challenges and Prospects, Policy Research Institute (PRI), Bangladesh

Figure 2.2: Revenue from Reconditioned Car Segment / Source: Policy Research Institute (PRI) 1
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Respondents are also concerned that the NBR, who are a key stakeholder to the automobile policy, have not been consulted 
during policy formulation, raising the specter of opposition from the NBR which could delay the finalization of the policy. The 
delay in finalization and enactment is creating policy uncertainty and is likely to stall the pace of investment into local 
assembling and manufacturing plants.
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Precise, pro-competition policies needed to sustain product quality

A premature phase-out of reconditioned vehicles can also dangerously shift the power dynamic to the assemblers and raise 

the possibility of oligopolistic exploitation of the market by setting high price tags without failing to deliver any improvements 

in quality for customers. Bangladesh’s existing components industry does not have the capacity to supply international 

standard parts to the assembly plants and will need to gradually develop its technological sophistication. However, 

Bangladesh still has a long way to reach that goal and without specific measures and strict quality control initiatives, this can 

flood the market with low quality cars that will not be able to meet the global standards for export. 

Although the policy outlines a plan to set proficiency tests and encourage R&D investments, it is vague about the standards 

and specifications it will advocate for. If emissions and safety standards, for example, are relaxed in the case of locally-

produced vehicles, it will be local consumers who suffer from sub-par products. Therefore, the policy should specify a clear 

roadmap in terms of the product specifications and quality standards to be met by locally produced vehicles, borrowing from 

international standards and best practices. 

The policy should also be precise in identifying a set of essential backward linkage and component industries to be prioritized 

and have in place measures to enhance the readiness of component manufacturers in these industries to meet international 

product standards in partnership with vehicle manufacturers. While the policy envisions setting up of the Bangladesh 

Automotive Institute (BAI) for mostly planning and research purposes, the institute should also emphasize heavily on 

specialized education and training for developing competent automobile industry technicians and professionals.

Finally, the draft policy also does not specify the amount of tax rebate and incentives for manufacturers and component 

importers. The absence of a clear tax and benefit structure, and specifications for components, emissions and safety 

standards, among others, creates policy uncertainty that is not conducive for investment. Interviews with assemblers also 

reveal that a financial sector stability and consistent monetary policy is essential for giving confidence to investors. All of these 

outstanding issues make it unclear when the policy will be finalized and enacted. While the consensus is that the policy will be

finalized and approved by 2022, one of the interview respondents feared that the policy will not become a reality for another

two to three years.

In conclusion, the automobile policy is very much a step in the right direction and, if done holistically, has the potential to 

elevate four-wheelers as the next big manufacturing industry of Bangladesh. However, there remain several outstanding 

issues that need to be addressed before the policy is enacted to ensure that the automobile industry progressively leverages 

Bangladesh’s manufacturing prowess, while delivering high-quality international standard products to consumers at 

competitive prices, but at the same time not jeopardizing a major source of tax revenue for the government. Thus, the 

government should walk a tightrope in balancing the interests of multiple stakeholder groups as it finalizes this much-

anticipated policy.
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FAIR TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
Kaliakoir, Gazipur

Vehicles: Sedans, SUVs and MPVs
Proposed Investment: US$ 125 MN
Prod. Capacity: 5,000 vehicles/year
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RANGS LIMITED
Kashimpur, Gazipur

Vehicles: SUVs
Prod. Capacity: 4 vehicles/day

NITOL MOTORS
Ishwardi, Pabna

Vehicles: Electric Sedans
Proposed Investment: US$ 41 MN

PRAGATI INDUSTRIES
Sitakunda, Chattogram

Vehicles: SUVs, Pickups and MPVs
Prod. Capacity: 200 vehicles/year
Proposed Addl. Investment: US$ 100 MN

UTTARA MOTORS LIMITED
Mirsarai, Chattogram

Vehicles: Sedans, SUVs and MPVs
Proposed Investment: US$ 33 MN

BANGLADESH AUTO INDUSTRIES LTD.
Mirsarai, Chattogram

Vehicles: Electric Sedans, SUVs and MPVs
Proposed Investment: US$ 200 MN – 1BN
Prod. Capacity: 35,000 vehicles/year

BAIL

PHP MOTORS
Sagarika, Chattogram

Vehicles: Sedans (SUVs are planned)
Prod. Capacity: 1,200 vehicles/yearFigure 3.1: Current Passenger Vehicles Assembly and Manufacturing Landscape of Bangladesh

Source: LightCastle interviews and secondary sources including The Daily Star and The Business Standard
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HOSSAIN GROUP
Fatullah, Narayanganj

Vehicles: SUVs and MPVs
Proposed Investment: US$ 20 MN
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M.A. ENTERPRISE
Ashulia, Gazipur

Vehicles: SUVs and MPVs
Prod. Capacity: 600 vehicles/year
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1. Our Story – Proton Bangladesh

2. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority

The Bangladeshi automobile industry is at a crossroads. Although the industry had reached several major milestones - such as 
the setting up of the very first automobile assembling operations, Pragati Industries Ltd., through a government joint venture 
in 1966, the operation of the first-ever private sector-owned assembling plant for passenger vehicles by PHP Group in 20151, 
and when the size of the passenger vehicle segment crossed the 32,000 units barrier for the first time in 20172 - the industry 
never truly took off. 

With the imminent finalization and approval of the Automobile Industry Development Policy, the industry is approaching yet 
another watershed moment. There have ben several investment commitments in recent years (see Figure 3.1), plans for 
which have only been accelerated with the forthcoming policy. This collaborative study, which takes into account the views 
and opinions of both automobile sellers and potential buyers, aims to put finger on the pulse of where the industry may be 
headed in the future. This chapter explores the trends that are likely to shape the industry in the coming years and identifies 
factors that can make or break the future of this industry.

Market share of Japan-made cars and reconditioned cars expected to erode gradually

Demand for Japan-made cars remains strong in the market. Consumer survey responses showed that for their next purchase, 
two-thirds of potential customers would opt for a Toyota, the clear frontrunner in terms of brand over the years for quality, 
durability, availability of spare parts and brand recognition. However, brand reputation is no longer the top factor in 
consumers’ mind. Consumers today place more emphasis on the durability and quality of vehicles and the specifications they 
offer, over brand reputation. As a consequence, consumers today, led by the younger generation are opting for more and 
more non-Japan made cars - as can be seen with the emergence of Chinese brands such as Great Wall Motors and Korean 
brands such as Hyundai - which will lead to a much more diverse market composition in the future. Effective online 
advertisement and success in organic marketing have contributed to these brands gaining a greater foothold in the market. 
Japanese brands, especially Toyota will, however, continue to outperform and dominate the numerous smaller non-Japanese 
brands in the mid- to long-term.

On the other hand, reconditioned cars will continue to lose their market share, as more and more customers choose to 
switch to brand new cars. In fact, nearly 22% of the consumers surveyed who wished to purchase a car within the next 12 
months, intended to purchase a brand-new vehicle. Brand new cars offer longer lifespan and minimal need for maintenance 
in the first few years. After sales service and the availability of spare parts were important factors of consideration to one-
third of prospective buyers. Authorized importers of brand-new vehicles now guarantee supplies of authentic spare parts –
the lack of which used to be a barrier to purchasing brand new vehicles - augmenting customer confidence . These shifts in 
consumer preferences signal a take-off for the brand-new car segment, which can account for as much as 60% of all 
passenger vehicle sales by volume by 2025, in an optimistic scenario. Even in the most pessimistic scenario, the brand-new 
segment is expected to exceed its current market share of approximately 20% of the volume of passenger vehicles, by 2025. 
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Figure 3.2: Prominent Factors for car Purchasing Decision / Source: LightCastle Online Surveys (n= 32)
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SUVs are here to stay

SUVs were traditionally sought after for use by either government officials or the most affluent classes of consumers. But as
of late, SUVs have been growing in popularity among family buyers too, as customers desire the sportier look, the higher 
ground clearance and ease of driving in Bangladeshi road conditions, facilitated by the availability of more affordable models 
hitting the market, especially from Chinese brands. As a result, crossover-style models and SUVs have become the main 
growth drivers for the importers and sellers of passenger vehicles in Bangladesh, particularly for sellers of brand-new vehicles. 
This trend in favor of SUVs is supported by LightCastle’s consumer data as well; surveys of prospective buyers showed that 
28.1% of them intended to purchase an SUV in the coming year, whereas historical data from BRTA attributed 24% of the 
passenger vehicle market share in 2020 to SUVs1. 

Locally assembled cars expected to bring down prices

The automobile policy strongly encourages the local assembly and manufacturing of cars with tax rebates for importing semi-
knocked down (SKD) and completely-knocked down (CKD) parts and fiscal incentives for building assembly plants. This would 
naturally lower the price of the cars compared to imported vehicles, which are arrested by the heavy-duty structure. 
LightCastle’s analysis and seller interview findings indicate that local production of passenger vehicles can lead to an industry-
wide overall price reduction within the range of 15% - 40% by 2025.

A reduction in price will be particularly impactful as it will induct a completely new segment of car buyers – the country’s 
lower-middle income population. According to a study by the Boston Consulting Group, the “emerging middle” population in 
Bangladesh – the number of people belonging to households with a monthly income of between BDT 25,001 - 50,000 – are 
expected to increase from 22 million in 2020 to 27 million by 2025, while the population of “middle and affluent” class are 
expected to increase from 19 million in 2020 to 34 million by 20252. Undoubtedly, much of the demand for cars among the 
middle-income segment remains latent and if a price reduction of as much as 30% - 40% can be achieved, many more 
consumers will purchase family cars and a segment of these new customers will even leapfrog directly to purchasing brand-
new cars instead of purchasing cars from the secondary market. Low-interest car loan schemes, that are under active 
consideration by multiple importer-dealers, can only accelerate such a trend, unlocking massive untapped demand in the 
market that can dwarf the present-day sales.

The market size will expand but may not be enough to attract full-fledged local production

In an optimistic industry outlook, LightCastle anticipates the volume of the passenger vehicle segment to almost double in 
size to exceed 46,000 units annually by 2025 (representing an 18.2% CAGR) if the high economic growth persists, the impact 
of Covid-19 is short-lived, if the growth of consumer spending power continues and if the local vehicle assembly and 
production picks up at a rapid pace, leading to dramatic price reductions in the 30% - 40% range. On the other hand, in a 
pessimistic scenario, a 9.7% CAGR is projected between 2020 and 2025, leading to an annual market volume of 31,851 in 
2025. This scenario assumes post-pandemic economic recovery to be slow, and the emergence of an improved public 
transport system paired with the ever-growing popularity of ride-sharing services will dampen the demand for new cars 
among young professionals.  In the most likely scenario, LightCastle projects industry volume to reach 34,171 units in 2025, 
representing an 11.2% CAGR. 

32,000 to 46,000
vehicles sold annually

How the Passenger Vehicles segment may look like in 2025

Figure 3.3: How the Passenger Vehicle segment may look like in 2025 / Source: Projections from interviews (n= 13) and secondary sources
Note: Here, the Passenger Vehicle segment is defined to include only private cars (or sedans), SUVs, and microbuses (or MPVs).

USD 500+ MN of new 

investments into local production

Upto 60% of market 

captured by brand new vehicles

15% to 40%
drop in prices

file:///F:/LCP Work/Mitsubishi/AUTOMOBILE STUDY/V - 03.05/FINAL LANDSCAPE SLIDE.pptx
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1. Number of registered motor vehicles in Bangladesh, Bangladesh Road Transport Authority

Figure 3.4: Projected size of Passenger Vehicle Segment / Source: BRTA Data1 and LightCastle projections from interviews (n= 13)
Note: Here, the Passenger Vehicle segment is defined to include only private cars (or sedans), SUVs, and microbuses (or MPVs).
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However, as projected in the most optimistic scenario, even a doubling of the annual sales volume of passenger vehicles may 
not make for a lucrative market for investment into full manufacturing. Interviewees still find it doubtful whether the foreign 
brands would like to invest in such a small domestic market, as it is generally believed that a total industry volume of 100,000
units (including not only passenger vehicles but also smaller commercial vehicles such as pick-ups and light trucks) is the point 
where local manufacturing becomes viable. Most interviewers believe that the vast majority of investment by 2025 will go 
towards plants for SKD and basic CKD assembly of vehicles.

What are the factors that will make or break the future of this industry?

Multiple factors will shape the automobile sector market growth over the next decade and thus need to be considered for 
active policy support. Some of the most prominent factors identified by LightCastle Partners include:

Government Procurement

Procurement by the public sector is a major portion of annual sales for many of the brands that participated in the 
interview. Whether it is procurement for government projects, or for the transport of government officials, or through 
various low-interest loan facilities extended to higher government officials and defense personnel, procurement by and 
for the public sector contribute greatly to the annual sales of the automobile industry. Owing to the pandemic, to shift 
public monetary resources to more urgent needs such as healthcare spending, the government of Bangladesh had 
suspended vehicle procurement for most projects until June 2021. The recovery of the automobile sector hinges greatly 
on how soon the moratorium on purchases is lifted and how many of the orders foregone during the moratorium are 
retroactively placed when government orders resume fully. The draft automobile policy’s intention to limit government 
procurement to only locally-produced vehicles can be a shot in the arm for assemblers, while an expansion of eligibility for 
the special low-interest loans to include mid-level government employees can benefit the overall automobile sector.

Economic Growth

Due to the country’s consistent economic growth, disposable incomes are on the rise and more and more families are 
climbing the economic ladder. Notwithstanding the temporary setback due to Covid-19, this upward social mobility 
means that an ever-increasing number of families will be able to afford cars in the coming days for their personal needs. 
And as economic development spreads beyond the metropolitan cities such as Dhaka and Chittagong, demand for cars in 
the divisional cities will increase rapidly. 

As the economy grows, so too does business activity. Businesses will not only demand more commercial vehicles for 
goods transportation, but also passenger vehicles for moving their people. However, the adverse financial impact of 
Covid-19 cannot be ignored, and arguably the two biggest casualties of the disruption – the lower-middle income 
population and small and medium businesses – are those that could have spearheaded the growth of the automobile 
sector in the next decade.

Fiscal Policy

The Bangladeshi automobile segment is heavily impacted by the exorbitant import duties placed on imported vehicles, 
both reconditioned and brand new. The draft automobile policy plans to phase out reconditioned cars followed gradually 
by the phase-out of CBU cars. But until they are fully phased out, the viability of the reconditioned car segment will be 
dictated heavily by the tax rates set by NBR. Any further increase in import duties would have negative consequences on 
the reconditioned car segment, especially as reconditioned sellers already feel unfairly targeted by the current method of 
duty calculation for imported reconditioned vehicles. 

On the other hand, a heavy reduction in import duties for the import of SKD and CKD components, brought forth by the 
automobile development policy, can significantly boost the prospects of the local automobile industry. 
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1. Announced interest rate chart of the scheduled banks (lending rate) - Bangladesh Bank

2. Retail Tariff Rate - Bangladesh power Development Board

3. Bangladesh plans to attract EV manufacturers – pv magazine

Monetary Policy

Many Bangladeshi customers rely on bank loans to finance their purchase. Over 28% of the prospective buyers from 
LightCastle’s online survey said that indicated that they would will be financing their car purchases with loans, while 
another 28% remained uncertain, contemplating loans as an option. In a market that is expected to be dominated by hire 
purchases, à la the motorcycle and consumer electronics industries of Bangladesh, the government’s deftness in 
maintaining manageable interest rates will dictate the future of the industry. If the present scenario of excess liquidity in
the banking sector and historically low interest rates (capped at 9% since 2020, with some banks seen disbursing loans as 
low at as low as 7-8% interest rates) persist, they can be a boon for the automobile industry1. Not withstanding any major 
shocks to the financial system, the current market conditions are conducive for importer-dealers and prospective 
assemblers for introducing hire purchase facilities sooner rather than later. 

Price of Fuel and Electricity

With the consistent escalation in prices of compressed natural gas (CNG) and a stagnation in the price of fuel oil with little 
likelihood of price increases in the mid-term, car CNG conversion is no longer viable for most car buyers. Therefore, fuel 
prices are no longer a decisive factor for car buyers. 

But on the other hand, the cost per unit of electricity can emerge as a major dealbreaker, especially as EVs take hold in 
the market. The automotive development policy already alludes to a future dominated by EVs and environmental policies 
and tax breaks are likely to incentivize the purchase of EVs going forward. But before purchasing EVs, consumers are likely 
to weigh the variable costs associated with operating an EV. Presently, although high-voltage electrical lines can be 
extended to households for EV charging, consumers have to pay out-of-pocket for the installation of this special line and 
the electricity consumed is charged at commercial tariffs, which are significantly more expensive than residential tariffs2. 

If the price of electricity continues to rise as it has been consistently for the last several years, the cost per kilometer for
operating an EV (which is now estimated to be as low as half the cost as when operating fossil fuel-based cars, even at 
commercial tariff rates) will go up and will act as a disincentive for buyers to upgrade to EVs from fossil fuel-based vehicles 
– especially as operations and maintenance of EVs, particularly in the case of battery replacement, are substantially higher 
than their fossil fuel-based counterparts. This may jeopardize the government’s target of having at least 15% of all 
registered vehicles to be powered by “environment-friendly electricity” by 20303.

Alternative Means of Transport

Cities in Bangladesh do not generally have an efficient public transport system. But the status quo might change with the 
inauguration of the mass rapid transit projects and the convergence of the myriad bus routes into a franchise system in 
Dhaka city. An improvement in the public transport system can reduce the need for cars among the more 
environmentally-conscious youth, leading to lower than anticipated demand in Dhaka.

Ridesharing is another major alternative to owning cars. However, interview respondents were mixed in their opinion of 
ridesharing services. More than a third of interviewees believed it had had a negligible impact on the automobile sector 
i.e., the reduction in demand from households were balanced out by the purchases from ridesharing drivers and 
operators. Some interviewees even opined that ride sharing has helped increase sales along the budget segment of 
reconditioned cars. A small minority of interviewees felt that with the emergence of Covid-19, consumers will shun 
ridesharing services and suggested that it has already led to many families purchasing their own car. Only one interviewee 
believed that ride sharing has had a definitive adverse impact on the sales of passenger vehicles, which led to a decline in 
the sales of lower-end reconditioned cars priced at BDT 2 million or below. 
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Infrastructure

Bangladeshi roads are generally narrow, often gridlocked and of poor quality, but this is not thought to have adversely 
impacted the car purchase decision for most buyers. Indeed, the poor-quality roads are a key reason why consumers opt 
for SUVs. With the government undertaking a vast number of road infrastructure development projects, the adoption of 
cars is expected to increase in the future, especially within smaller divisional and regional cities as their number of affluent
families grow, and as they become better connected to the national road network. But to truly become car-friendly and 
avoid the levels of congestion seen in Dhaka city, there is an urgent need for constructing more public parking facilities, 
widening roads and ensuring better road signages. Setting up of EV-friendly infrastructure such as a national network of 
fast charging points is also going to be critical in driving up the adoption of EVs.

Given the many tailwinds, LightCastle Partners takes a cautiously optimistic outlook on the future of the automobile industry 
of Bangladesh. Although the country’s automobile sector has so far vastly underperformed its true potential, it is believed 
that with careful planning and participative dialogue among stakeholders, the proposed automobile development policy can 
introduce the right blend of incentives to have a transformative effect on the local production and assembly of passenger 
vehicles. Done right, the automobile industry can mirror the policy success of the local two-wheelers industry, which has led 
to investments from multiple household brands into local vehicle production and culminated in the development of a local 
components industry. The industry can also take inspiration from neighboring India, where the automobiles industry 
contributes to a staggering 49% of manufacturing GDP2 and 4.3% of the country’s exports3. But to prevent the proposed 
automobile policy from being yet another false start, there undoubtedly a need for strategic foresight and precise execution 
of policy.

Environmental Concerns

Worsening air pollution is a major concern in Bangladesh, with vehicle emissions – particularly those from aged vehicles -
contributing to Dhaka becoming one of the top-most polluted cities in the world1. The automobile policy addresses the 
need to retire and scrap vehicles operating beyond a certain lifetime by revising the Motor Vehicle Ordinance 1982 but 
does not prescribe any lifetime limits. Currently, Bangladesh does not have any cap on vehicle age, which paves the way 
for a used cars (secondary) market to flourish. It is common for cars being used in metropolitan cities to be used for 
extended periods and then sold for use in smaller regional districts, flouting fitness standards. This practice essentially 
keeps cars circulating within the market for decades and obstructs the growth of the primary car market, while the 
exorbitantly high new car prices act as a disincentive to upgrade. If the government can set and strictly enforce an age 
limit for cars, it can be a windfall for the brand-new car segment. But such a move is likely to be politically unpopular and 
may face protests from transport workers. 

Going forward, the government may also choose to implement traffic restrictions for environment preservation purposes 
such as the odd-even scheme, which allows cars with odd and even number plates on the street on alternating days, as 
seen in New Delhi in India. But ironically, such a move may increase the demand for cars, at least from the affluent class 
population, who can afford multiple cars to circumvent such a restriction.

1. Dhaka: The world's most polluted city – DhakaTribune

2. Automobile – Make in India

3. Automobile – Invest India
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Disclaimer:
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